
Economics C23-1 
Lecture 1

I. Why study Economic History?

As a tool to understand the past

e.g. causes of the Civil War

As a laboratory to understand theory

e.g. human capital, role of govt.

As a check on the uniqueness of our
contemporary experiences

e.g. recessions and booms



II. The Heritage: What Europeans Found
Here, What They Brought

A. “Settlers” – is that the right term?

B. Who came?

C. Why did they come?



III. The Settlement Process

A. Forms of
settlement

Joint-stock co. (e.g.
Jamestown)

Royal colonies
Proprietorships

B. Land distribution



IV. Long Run Trends in Growth: 
                                                           o    o  o

A. Per Capita Income: Yp=Y/P –> Yp=Y-P 
where an o indicates a percentage change

Growth by a factor of 40 over 280 years,
faster in some eras than in others

We don’t know much about 1770-1840,
but it was clearly an important era



Why? Some have suggested that economies
go through a “take-off” when the rate of
growth increases sharply

Some guesses for this early period:





Growth after 1840

B. Accounting for growth

Production function Q=f(L,K,T)
where L=labor, K=capital, T=land, and  
f( ) is the function relating inputs to
output



We’ll assume a Cobb-Douglas form:

Q=AL K T

where , , and  are output elasticities 
(the % by which output changes when
an input changes by 1%; e.g. if =0.6,
then Q rises by 0.6% when L rises by
1%) and A is an index of total factor
productivity

A=Q/(L K T )

So total factor productivity (TFP) is the
ratio of output to a weighted average of
the inputs (geometrically weighted);
note this differs from labor productivity
Q/L



Expressed in rates of change, we have
o     o       o       o       o
A = Q - [ L + K + T]

where an o over a variable indicates a
percentage change; we can re-arrange
these to express output change in terms
of changes in inputs and TFP


